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Workshop Overview
Objective and Agenda & Invitees
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Workshop Objective
The primary objectives of first Global Water Curves
Workshop were the following:
 Align on the importance of water to the mining industry and the
value Global Water Curves can provide the industry
 Understand the requirements for delivering Global Water
Curves
 Develop a preliminary framework for the Global Water Curves
initiative by identifying:
 Key water metrics to benchmark industry performance

 Data set groupings to enable intelligent comparison of
industry water data
 Create an action plan for the Global Water Curves initiative
moving forward
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Workshop Agenda
Topic

Invitees
Description

• Abhay Bodmage

• Greg Rasmusen

• Mohsen Yahyaei

Welcome and
Introductions

Welcome, safety share, introduction to your facilitators and
hosts, and an icebreaker activity

• Adrian Dance

• Hamid
Manouchehri

• Nadja Kunz

• AJ Gunson

• Henning Knapp

• Nick Wilshaw

Setting the Stage

Workshop objective, Perspectives from Mining Companies,
facilitated discussion

• Alice Quimaraes

• Ian Ross

• Paul Shelley

• Alison Keough

• Ion Gurnett

• Peter
Radziszewski

• Benjamin Cox

• Javier Vergara

• Rob Stephens

• Brent Hilscher

• Julia Gartley

• Rodrigo Del Pozo

• Bryan Rairdan

• Karl Kluge

• Ron McGregor

• Carl Weatherell

• Keith Merriam

• Sanjay Harjai

• Chih-Ting Lo

• Kelly McLean

• Sarah Prout

Metrics and Groupings
Definition

Interactive activity with working groups to better define how
we can measure water
Lunch

Groups Report Back

Presentation of key ideas from breakout groups and a voting
session on the top ideas
Break

Reflections on our
Findings

Facilitated presentation of the key findings and top-voted
metrics and groups, followed by an open floor discussion

• Chris Rule

• Kelvin Lee

• Simon Hille

• Chris Tucker

• Laurie Reemeyer

• Simon Welsby

Data Collection and
Sharing

What data sharing frameworks and collaboration use cases
are we seeing in the industry?

• Edison Collinao

• Malcolm Powell

• Stefan Nadolski

• Eric Wasmund

• Mark Adams

• Tim Sheehan

Final Reflections and
Next Steps

A brief summary of what we uncovered during the day and a
facilitated discussion around what clear next steps are
required to move forward

• Frank Roberto

• Matt Pyle

• Tony Difeo

• Grant Ballantyne

• Matthew Taylor
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Why Build Global Water Curves?
The Challenge and Potential Benefits
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The Challenge
3
$2-5.00/m

50%

4 billion

of the world population could be impacted
by water shortages by 2050 according to a
UN study 1

Gallons per day are withdrawn by the mining industry
across the United States of America2

The average cost of pumping and desalinating
water at mines in Chile due to government
regulations (USD)3

7
1Water

Shortages, Guardian, 2Total Water Use , USGS,3 Chile set to make mining desalination mandatory, mining.com

What Can We Gain from Global Water Curves?
Water Savings

Social License to Operate

Best Practice Adoption

Measuring and understanding
water usage in mining will provide
the industry with the insights to
reduce water consumption, save
on water costs, and play a part in
protecting our shared future

Making a commitment to
reducing the industry’s impact on
water will be key to maintaining our
social license to operate with
communities, governments, and
regulators

Creating a global tool to measure
and understand water consumption
will encourage best practice
adoption and can ultimately help
stimulate a more collaborative and
innovative future for mining

Executive Understanding
Building industry-wide
benchmarks provides technical
experts with the tools to effectively
communicate the importance of
water-related technologies and
initiatives with mining executives

Safety and Sustainability
Increasing our understanding
around the implications of water
use in mining can help us to
improve water related safety for
those on site, in nearby
communities, and for the rest of
the world
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How Do We Build Global Water Curves?
Requirements, Potential Metrics, Potential Groupings, and Action Plan
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What Do Global Water Curves Require?
These four key factors were outlined as being critical to ensuring the success of the Global Water Curves
Project during the workshop.

Data Management
Framework

Industry Agreement
In order to maximize the value of the
Global Water Curves, the mining
industry and its stakeholders should
agree upon a go-forward framework
that outlines water standards, water
accounting, and water metrics. Without
a commonly accepted and understood
framework, the Water Curves will lack
the necessary participation and input.

A data rights management and privacy
framework will be needed to collect the
breadth and depth of information
required for the Water Curves. Mining
companies who submit their data need
to know: what data is being shared,
what data is being stored, and what
data is anonymized.

Collaboration
Sharing and collaboration is required
not only for the collection of mine site
data from companies but also for
building the Water Curves tool itself.
This is because a variety of
perspectives, skill sets, and expertise
is required to adequately create and
validate the Water Curves tool.

Use of Existing Data,
Definitions & Research
Utilizing existing work helps minimize
project rework and accelerate the
build process, reducing start up
costs. Additionally, leveraging
existing work will help to ensure
industry-wide adoption and
acceptance of the Global Water
Curves.
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Potential Metrics

How we want to measure it

What we want to measure

S

Water Quality

Water Consumption
Direct Water
Consumption

1

Direct Water Cost (e.g.
pumping, treatment)

Indirect water cost (e.g.
risk, corporate social
responsibility)

How does water quality compare to its original state?
2

Determine whether water is still usable in the
process, or if it is too dirty to be usable.
3

Determine where in the process water quality
is most impacted.

 Intensity across
flowsheet and within
each unit process
 Water in vs. water
out

 Water source
 $ per unit

1
∆ Hydrocarbons
∆ pH
balance

∆ Total suspended
solids

Tonne of ore
processed

Tonne of
tailings

 Social impact (fishing,
farming, community
health)
 Environmental impact
(e.g. biodiversity,
ecosystem services,
deleterious elements)

M3 of H20 per

Tonne of mined Ounce of metal Dollar of metal
material
produced
revenue

∆ Total dissolved
solids
Geochemical Footprint
(ICP Scan)

Toxicology ranking or severity
index (e.g. LD50)

2

% of water recycled

3

Net water balance
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Potential Groupings
Technology

Product

•

Flowsheet type

•

Specific unit process:

Commodity
Type

 Extraction

High Grade

Gold

 Comminution

Commodity
Grade

Base Metals

 Flotation

Coal

 Dewatering

Oil Sands

 Etc.

Host Rock

Low Grade

Geography
Evaporation
Precipitation
Climate

Temperature
Humidity
Seasonality

Arid
Arctic
Jungle

Availability
Water Source

Competing uses
Mine site altitude

Oceans
Lakes
Rivers
Underground
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The Global Water Curves Action Plan
The following action items were identified as key next steps to help retain the momentum from the first Global Water Curves
(GWC) workshop and to help realize the full vision and value of the tool.

Securing Buy-In
 Develop a project execution plan

Data Sharing & Collection

Tool Development

 Define the database type, database
parameters and data storage location

 Secure resource(s) to help manage and
execute development

 Develop a data survey / submission
form for mine sites

 Use existing work and publicly available
data to inform metrics and groupings

 Secure industry partners to form a
steering committee

 Build a data gathering and data
submission strategy

 Outline initial list of metrics and groupings

 Secure funding partners

 Gather industry data and benchmarks

 Achieve Quick Wins where possible
with the GWC – e.g. focus on a small
initial group of key metrics and develop
actionable insights

 Determine validity of data

 Form clear definitions on metrics and
groupings to ensure data is both accurate
and normalized

 Explore opportunities with how interindustry water data can be utilized

 Gather feedback on tool, iterate, and
expand scope of metrics and groupings

 Continue to engage key industry
stakeholders – e.g. webinars,
workshops, etc.
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How Do We Share Data?
The Challenges, Data Sharing Trends, Industry Examples, and Workshop Perspectives
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Data Sharing: The Challenges
An examination of data sharing between companies identified the following four items as the primary roadblocks for
stronger data collaboration within industry.1

Legal / Regulatory Uncertainty – misconceptions and a lack of awareness around laws and regulations for
data sharing / ownership have created a stifling effect on employees / companies willingness to share data

Competitive Advantage – fear of losing a competitive advantage or industry knowledge has made some
companies hesitant to share data

Technical Barriers – a lack of interoperability between different datasets, a lack of compatible standards, and
high costs associated with data curation / standardization can make sharing data challenging

Cultural Barriers – a lack of awareness or emphasis on the potential benefits of sharing data between
companies and across industry often prevent businesses from sharing information
1Study

on Data Sharing Between Companies in Europe – the European Commission
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Data Sharing: By the Numbers
How Companies Share Data

Why They Do Share Data

70%
60%
50%

74%

Possibility to develop new
business models and / or
products or services

48%

Possibility to establish
partnerships with other
companies interested in my
data

40%

Economic value of the data
sold (data revenue)

Why They Don’t Share Data

49%

Privacy concerns

33%

Trade secrets / fear of
misappropriation by others /
considerations of commercial
strategy

28%

Uncertainty about safety,
security, and liability
conditions related to
sharing data

40%
30%
20%

10%
0%

*Study

on Data Sharing Between Companies in Europe – the European Commission
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Data Sharing and Rights Management Spectrum
Data
Transparency

Location Services

Map Data Sharing
•

•

•

1The

Nonprofits

Google uses both APIs and
Map Content Partners (opt-in
submission) to enrich its
Google Maps offering

•

Individuals can share both their
current location and their travel
data, providing Google Maps
with more accurate location
data and trip information
Retailers can submit, edit, and
verify their data in order to
appear in search result
sidebars

Nonprofits

Automakers

Automotive Industry

Nonprofits face the challenge
of resource constraints, so
data collection and analytics
becomes inherently tougher

•

•

Many nonprofits cite “legal and
privacy” challenges as a
barrier to collecting data1

•

Some nonprofits partner with
universities or think tanks who
already have data-sharing
agreements in place

CEEC Energy Curves

Data
Privacy

The Energy Curves Project

Blockchain technology is used
to aggregate, anonymize, and
share self-driving car data
amongst automakers

•

Anonymous data submission
through a secure portal

•

•

Raw data visibility by only one
individual in the back-end

Toyota, BMW, and insurer
Allianz partnered with Silicon
Valley start-up, Nauto, to share
data that will work to improve
autonomous driving technology

•

•

GM and BMW have both
backed blockchain data
sharing

Each operator (one who
submits data on behalf of their
mine site(s)) will only be privy
to the position of his/her
operations relative to the other
mines in the database

State of Profit Data, NTEN
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Data Sharing Spectrum
Workshop participants were asked to indicate where they would like the Global Water Curves initiative to fall on the data
sharing spectrum. Their responses are displayed below*:

% of total respondents

30%
25%

20%
15%

0%

10%
5%

Full Data
Transparency

Full Data
Privacy

* Results are comprised from the responses of 14 workshop participants
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How Do We Move Forward Together?
Survey Results, Next Steps, The Global Water Curves Journey
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Global Water Curves Survey
To conclude the first Global Water Curves Workshop, attendees were asked to fill out a survey indicating
their interest and commitment to the initiative*.
Funding

Data Sharing

Commitment

46% of respondents indicated that
they will “go back to [their] company
and ask for funding to support the
Global Water Curves initiative”

68% of respondents indicated that
they will “find sites to contribute to the
Global Water Curves database”

93% of respondents indicated that
they “want to be a part of the Global
Water Curves project moving forward”

68%

93%

46%

* Based on the response of 28 workshop participants
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Next Steps
Coming out of the first Global Water Curves workshop the
pivotal next steps are:
1.

Finalize project execution plan, funding model, roadmap
and charter

2.

Secure project funding and assemble a steering
committee

3.

Solidify a data rights management approach

4.

Clearly define key water metrics & groupings and kickoff
tool development

5.

Reach out to industry partners and initiate data acquisition
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The Global Water Curves Journey
Alignment on challenge
Metrics

Groupings
Project Roadmap + Next Steps

Quality
Intensity

Metrics

Consumption
Cost & Availability
Unit Process

Groupings

Flowsheet-type

Data Acquisition

Study Objectives

Data Management
Framework

Articulating the
Business
Challenge

Analysis

Climate

Report Back

September 2019
Workshop
We are here now

Pre-work

Defining the project

Implementation (~12 months)
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kpmg.ca

The Parking Lot
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The Parking Lot
Over the course of the workshop participants voiced additional ideas on a variety of themes that merit further
consideration:
Benchmarking
• Inter-Industry Comparison –
benchmarking water data across other
industries could provide valuable
insights
• Location Context – what level of water
efficiency is needed / expected for
different kinds of sites? e.g. pumping
water in Chile vs another area could be
radically different
• Time Variability – the variability of
water availability throughout the year
must be taken into consideration

• Existing Resource – the Water
Accounting Framework may be a good
reference for benchmarking, but some
find it confusing

Research & Analysis
• Technology Identification – the technologies
required to build the water curves need to be
identified
• Social and Environmental – identify what
information is available on how mining’s water
usage impacts social and environmental aspects

• Greenhouse Gas – further examination on the
impacts of changing water usage on greenhouse
gas output must be conducted – e.g. choosing
desalination over using freshwater may have
other environmental impacts
• System Boundary – how we define system
boundaries for water curves? There is a big
distinction from how the energy curves were
done

Stakeholders
• Key Decision Makers – it is paramount
we involve C-suite representatives
when developing the tool
• Broadening Our Stakeholders – as
the tool continue to be built and grow, it
is important we expand our stakeholder
group
• Collegial Group – involving a group of
key decision makers who work
collaboratively and engage in the right
conversations is key to our success

• Metric Drivers – consideration into the relevant
metric drives (head grade, hardness bond, drive
size, etc.) should be part of the project
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Full List of Potential Metrics &
Groupings
As Completed by Workshop Participants
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Metrics
Quality
1.

Original State

2.

Dirty but Usable in Process

3.

Too Dirty to Use in Process

Product
Global

Au Base Metals

Coal

Oil
Sands

SAG

Leach

Reuse

Arid

1.

Fresh Feed / Consumption

2.

Recycle

Arctic

3.

Treated

Jungle

Denominator
1.

t Processed

2.

t Useful Product
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Climate

Intensity (Volume)

Groupings

Metrics

Groupings

•

Tonnes mined out of the ground  waste

•

Ore (concentrate, tailings)  geology characteristics

•

M3 H2O per tonne ore processed

•

Process (dry vs. wet) consumable energy

•

Recycle water quality limits (ppm) / Treat or
discharge

•

Flowsheet type (e.g. grind / float vs leach  sx)

•

Boundaries and battery limits

•

Water source

•

Commodity (Cu, Fe, Au, Pb)

•

Geography, climate, altitude

•

Evaporation & tailing entrained H2O

•

Capex, opex per unit water used

•

M3 H2O per oz. Aug / kg metal product
(equivalent metal for mines making more than
one product)

•

M3 H2O per $ of metal revenue

•

Recycling % & net water balance
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Metrics

Groupings

Efficiency

A) Single Processes

•

M3 /t mined / processed / milled / tailings

•

B) Process:

M3 / oz or lb metal etc.

•

M3 / $ product (include water types i.e. rainfall,
snowmelt)

•

Mining, comminution, beneficiation (upgrading,
flotation), dewatering, dewatering technology
type (thickener, type, filter, etc.)

Quality
•

•

Contamination i.e. ∆ pH, ∆ TDS, ∆
hydrocarbons, ∆ N2, etc.; natural vs. unnatural
(or influenced) quality.

Site Specific:

Quality metrics could be compared/measured
vs. discharge criteria; consider a severity index
or ranking / toxicology (LD50)

•

Altitude

•

Climate (evap, precip, temp, humidity, location,
commodity, geo-aquatic, geo-political)

•

Water source

•

Water cost ($/m3)

•

Proximity to water sources

•

Mining type

Relevant Drivers
•

•

Head grade, hardness (bond, a  b) grind
size, spec, energy, thickener, underflow
density, mining type / depth from surface
(minerology / clay driver)
Rainfall, evaporation
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Metrics

Groupings

•

Direct consumption (input – output)

•

Climate

•

Indirect consumption (e.g. energy generation)

•

Availability / alternative uses

•

Intake

•

Geography

•

Direct cost (e.g. pumping, treatment)

•

Proximity to communities

•

Quality / degradation

•

Commodity / process / flowsheet

•

Indirect cost (e.g. risk, CSR)

•

Source

•

Intensity (m3/t)

•

Grade

•

Efficiency of use (e.g. spillage, clean up)

•

Application
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Metrics

Groupings

Volume / unit of mass / unit of water produced =
volumetric measures

•

Liberation size

•

•

Mineralogy

$ / unit of water = cost measures

•

•

Operation size

Contamination metrics - e.g. total dissolved solids,
oxygen level, PH, conductivity, fine particles

•

Climate

•

Environment impact metrics – e.g ecosystem
services, deleterious elements, biodiversity

•

Technology/ flowsheet

•

Commodity

•

Social impact metrics – e.g. contamination of
community water, livelihoods, community wellbeing (First Nations), fishing, farming, health,

•

Water availability

•

Water Source metrics – e.g. river, underground,
ocean

•
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